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The GENOMIC ERA

– at the beginning of the XXI century, one of the major 
question was: 

how many genes in the human genome?

The huge popular interest in counting the number of genes present 
in the human genome led even to a public wager  named Gene 
Sweepstake, with an extensive media coverage (nyt Wade 2003)
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First sequence of the human genome
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Transcriptome analysis of full length mRNAs
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A promoter level mammalian expression atlas
Alistair R.R. Forrest et al., submitted

CAGE analysis of the following libraries: 

573 human primary cell samples

128 mouse primary cell samples 

250 different cancer cell lines samples

152 human post-mortem tissues samples 

271 mouse developmental tissue samples
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An integrated encyclopedia of DNA
elements in the human genome
The ENCODE Project Consortium*

The human genome encodes the blueprint of life, but the function of the vast majority of its nearly three billion bases is
unknown. The Encyclopedia of DNA Elements (ENCODE) project has systematically mapped regions of transcription,
transcription factor association, chromatin structure and histone modification. These data enabled us to assign
biochemical functions for 80% of the genome, in particular outside of the well-studied protein-coding regions. Many
discovered candidate regulatory elements are physically associated with one another and with expressed genes,
providing new insights into the mechanisms of gene regulation. The newly identified elements also show a statistical
correspondence to sequence variants linked to human disease, and can thereby guide interpretation of this variation.
Overall, the project provides new insights into the organization and regulation of our genes and genome, and is an
expansive resource of functional annotations for biomedical research.

The human genome sequence provides the
underlying code for human biology. Despite
intensive study, especially in identifying
protein-coding genes, our understanding of the
genome is far from complete, particularly with
regard to non-coding RNAs, alternatively spliced transcripts and reg-
ulatory sequences. Systematic analyses of transcripts and regulatory
information are essential for the identification of genes and regulatory
regions, and are an important resource for the study of human biology
and disease. Such analyses can also provide comprehensive views of the
organization and variability of genes and regulatory information across
cellular contexts, species and individuals.

The Encyclopedia of DNA Elements (ENCODE) project aims to
delineate all functional elements encoded in the human genome1–3.
Operationally, we define a functional element as a discrete genome
segment that encodes a defined product (for example, protein or
non-coding RNA) or displays a reproducible biochemical signature
(for example, protein binding, or a specific chromatin structure).
Comparative genomic studies suggest that 3–8% of bases are under
purifying (negative) selection4–8 and therefore may be functional,
although other analyses have suggested much higher estimates9–11.
In a pilot phase covering 1% of the genome, the ENCODE project
annotated 60% of mammalian evolutionarily constrained bases, but
also identified many additional putative functional elements without
evidence of constraint2. The advent of more powerful DNA sequencing
technologies now enables whole-genome and more precise analyses
with a broad repertoire of functional assays.

Here we describe the production and initial analysis of 1,640 data
sets designed to annotate functional elements in the entire human
genome. We integrate results from diverse experiments within cell types,
related experiments involving 147 different cell types, and all ENCODE
data with other resources, such as candidate regions from genome-wide
association studies (GWAS) and evolutionarily constrained regions.
Together, these efforts reveal important features about the organization
and function of the human genome, summarized below.
. The vast majority (80.4%) of the human genome participates in at
least one biochemical RNA- and/or chromatin-associated event in at
least one cell type. Much of the genome lies close to a regulatory event:

95% of the genome lies within 8 kilobases (kb)
of a DNA–protein interaction (as assayed by
bound ChIP-seq motifs or DNase I footprints),
and 99% is within 1.7 kb of at least one of the
biochemical events measured by ENCODE.

. Primate-specific elements as well as elements without detectable
mammalian constraint show, in aggregate, evidence of negative selec-
tion; thus, some of them are expected to be functional.
. Classifying the genome into seven chromatin states indicates an initial
set of 399,124 regions with enhancer-like features and 70,292 regions
with promoter-like features, as well as hundreds of thousands of qui-
escent regions. High-resolution analyses further subdivide the genome
into thousands of narrow states with distinct functional properties.
. It is possible to correlate quantitatively RNA sequence production
and processing with both chromatin marks and transcription factor
binding at promoters, indicating that promoter functionality can
explain most of the variation in RNA expression.
. Many non-coding variants in individual genome sequences lie in
ENCODE-annotated functional regions; this number is at least as
large as those that lie in protein-coding genes.
. Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) associated with disease by
GWAS are enriched within non-coding functional elements, with a
majority residing in or near ENCODE-defined regions that are out-
side of protein-coding genes. In many cases, the disease phenotypes
can be associated with a specific cell type or transcription factor.

ENCODE data production and initial analyses
Since 2007, ENCODE has developed methods and performed a large
number of sequence-based studies to map functional elements across
the human genome3. The elements mapped (and approaches used)
include RNA transcribed regions (RNA-seq, CAGE, RNA-PET and
manual annotation), protein-coding regions (mass spectrometry),
transcription-factor-binding sites (ChIP-seq and DNase-seq),
chromatin structure (DNase-seq, FAIRE-seq, histone ChIP-seq and
MNase-seq), and DNA methylation sites (RRBS assay) (Box 1 lists
methods and abbreviations; Supplementary Table 1, section P, details
production statistics)3. To compare and integrate results across the
different laboratories, data production efforts focused on two selected

*Lists of participants and their affiliations appear at the end of the paper.
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22000 genes encoding for proteins

ENCODE

The Encyclopedia of DNA Elements (ENCODE) 
Consortium is an international collaboration of 
research groups funded by the National Human 
Genome Research Institute (NHGRI). The goal of 
ENCODE is to build a comprehensive parts list of 
functional elements in the human genome, including 
elements that act at the protein and RNA levels, and 
regulatory elements that control cells and 
circumstances in which a gene is active.
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• The biggest surprise of the genome projects was the discovery that the 
number of orthodox (protein-coding) genes does not scale strongly or 
consistently with complexity:

The gene'c basis of developmental complexity

• Where is the informa?on that programs our complexity?

• Most of the proteins are orthologous and have similar functions from 
nematodes to humans, and many are common with yeast. 

C.elegans - 1000 cells
H.sapiens - 1014 cells - and  1011 neurons!!!

Both have approximately 20.000 proteins



454 Pyrosequencing, Illumina,
SOLiD, Heliscope and RNA-Seq

Deep sequencing technologies – idenHficaHon of low abundance transcripts
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biochemical functions for 80% of the genome, in particular outside of the well-studied protein-coding regions. Many
discovered candidate regulatory elements are physically associated with one another and with expressed genes,
providing new insights into the mechanisms of gene regulation. The newly identified elements also show a statistical
correspondence to sequence variants linked to human disease, and can thereby guide interpretation of this variation.
Overall, the project provides new insights into the organization and regulation of our genes and genome, and is an
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segment that encodes a defined product (for example, protein or
non-coding RNA) or displays a reproducible biochemical signature
(for example, protein binding, or a specific chromatin structure).
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. Classifying the genome into seven chromatin states indicates an initial
set of 399,124 regions with enhancer-like features and 70,292 regions
with promoter-like features, as well as hundreds of thousands of qui-
escent regions. High-resolution analyses further subdivide the genome
into thousands of narrow states with distinct functional properties.
. It is possible to correlate quantitatively RNA sequence production
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explain most of the variation in RNA expression.
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ENCODE-annotated functional regions; this number is at least as
large as those that lie in protein-coding genes.
. Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) associated with disease by
GWAS are enriched within non-coding functional elements, with a
majority residing in or near ENCODE-defined regions that are out-
side of protein-coding genes. In many cases, the disease phenotypes
can be associated with a specific cell type or transcription factor.
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Since 2007, ENCODE has developed methods and performed a large
number of sequence-based studies to map functional elements across
the human genome3. The elements mapped (and approaches used)
include RNA transcribed regions (RNA-seq, CAGE, RNA-PET and
manual annotation), protein-coding regions (mass spectrometry),
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22000 genes that encodes for proteins

>40000 long non-coding RNAs and growing…….
>50% of the genome is functional
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Genome Research InsFtute (NHGRI). The goal of 
ENCODE is to build a comprehensive parts list of 
funcFonal elements in the human genome, including
elements that act at the protein and RNA levels, and 
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circumstances in which a gene is acFve.



>70% of protein encoding genes present antisense transcription

Genome Organization

The Antisense Transcriptomes
of Human Cells
Yiping He, Bert Vogelstein, Victor E. Velculescu, Nickolas Papadopoulos,* Kenneth W. Kinzler

Transcription in mammalian cells can be assessed at a genome-wide level, but it has been
difficult to reliably determine whether individual transcripts are derived from the plus or
minus strands of chromosomes. This distinction can be critical for understanding the
relationship between known transcripts (sense) and the complementary antisense transcripts
that may regulate them. Here, we describe a technique that can be used to (i) identify the
DNA strand of origin for any particular RNA transcript, and (ii) quantify the number of sense
and antisense transcripts from expressed genes at a global level. We examined five different
human cell types and in each case found evidence for antisense transcripts in 2900 to 6400
human genes. The distribution of antisense transcripts was distinct from that of sense transcripts,
was nonrandom across the genome, and differed among cell types. Antisense transcripts thus
appear to be a pervasive feature of human cells, which suggests that they are a fundamental
component of gene regulation.

The DNA in each normal human cell is
virtually identical. The key to cellular dif-
ferentiation therefore lies in understanding

the gene products—transcripts and proteins—
that are derived from the genome. For more than
a decade, it has been possible to measure the lev-
els of transcripts in a cell at the whole-genome
level (1). The word “transcriptome” was coined
to denote this genome-wide assessment (2). How-
ever, it has been difficult to determine which of
the two strands of the chromosome (plus or minus)
serves as the template for transcripts in a global
fashion. Sense transcripts of protein-encoding genes
produce functional proteins, whereas antisense
transcripts are often thought to have a regulatory
role (3–7).

Several unequivocal examples of antisense
transcripts, such as those corresponding to im-
printed genes, have been described [reviewed
in (3–7)]. However, estimates of the fraction of
genes associated with antisense transcripts in
mammalian cells vary from less than 2% to more
than 70% of the total genes (8–18). We have de-
veloped a technique called asymmetric strand-
specific analysis of gene expression (ASSAGE)
that allows unambiguous assignment of the DNA
strand coding for a transcript. The key to this
approach is the treatment of RNAwith bisulfite,
which changes all cytidine residues to uridine res-
idues. The sequence of a bisulfite-treated RNA
molecule can only be matched to one of the two
possible DNA template strands (fig. S1). After
generating cDNA from bisulfite-treated RNA
with reverse transcriptase (RT), sequencing of
the reverse transcription polymerase chain reac-
tion (RT-PCR) product can be used to establish
whether a particular RNA was transcribed from
the plus or minus strand. To identify the DNA

strands of origin for the entire transcriptome, we
ligate cDNA fragments derived from bisulfite-
treated RNA to adapters and then determine the
sequence of one end of each fragment through
sequencing-by-synthesis. The number and dis-
tribution of the sequenced tags provide informa-
tion about the level of transcription of each gene
in the analyzed cell population as well as the
strand from which each transcript was derived.

We used ASSAGE to study transcription in
normal human peripheral blood mononuclear
cells (PBMCs). Several quality controls were
performed to evaluate the library of tags derived

from this RNA source. First, we calculated the
bisulfite conversion efficiency from the sequences
of the tags and found that 95% of the C res-
idues in the original RNA had been converted to
U residues (19). Second, we determined whether
the bisulfite treatment altered the distribution
of tags by preparing libraries without bisulfite
treatment. We found a good correlation between
the number of sense tags in a gene derived from
ASSAGE data and the number of tags derived
from sequencing of DNA synthesized from the
same RNA used for ASSAGE without bisulfite
treatment from the same cells (R2 = 0.59). We
also found a correlation between the relative
expression levels determined by ASSAGE and
those assessed by hybridization to microarrays
[R2 = 0.45 (19)].

From the PBMC tag library, 4 million exper-
imental tags could be unambiguously assigned
to a specific genomic position in the converted
genome (table S1). Of the 4 million tags, 47.5%
had the sequence of the plus strand (that is, the
template of these transcripts had been the minus
strand), and 52.5% had the sequence of the minus
strand. This is consistent with the expected equal
distribution of sense transcripts from the two
strands (20). As shown in table S1, 90.3% of the
4 million tags could be assigned to known genes;
the remaining tags were in unannotated regions
of the genome. The fraction of unannotated tags
(9.7%) is consistent with data from other sources
indicating the likely existence of actively tran-
scribed genes in human cells that have not yet
been discovered or annotated (6, 21–24). Of the

Ludwig Center for Cancer Genetics and Therapeutics and
Howard Hughes Medical Institute, Johns Hopkins Kimmel
Cancer Center, Baltimore, MD 21231, USA.

*To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail:
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Table 1. Classification of genes with respect to antisense tags. We classified only those genes whose
sum of distinct sense and antisense tags was 5 or more. S genes contained only sense tags or had a
sense/antisense tag ratio of 5 or more; AS genes contained only antisense tags or had a sense/
antisense tag ratio of 0.2 or less; SAS genes contained both sense and antisense tags and had a
sense/antisense ratio between 0.2 and 5. Samples were derived from the following sources: PBMC,
peripheral blood mononuclear cells isolated from a healthy volunteer; Jurkat, a T cell leukemia line;
HCT116, a colorectal cancer cell line; MiaPaCa2, a pancreatic cancer line; MRC5, a fibroblast cell
line derived from normal lung.

Cell type
PBMC Jurkat HCT116 MiaPaCa2 MRC5

No. of
genes

Fraction
No. of
genes

Fraction
No. of
genes

Fraction
No. of
genes

Fraction
No. of
genes

Fraction

All genes
S genes 10,586 81.60% 9,928 89.60% 11,176 88.00% 9,500 89.50% 10,165 89.30%
AS genes 329 2.50% 240 2.20% 203 1.60% 155 1.50% 212 1.9%
SAS genes 2,061 15.9% 908 8.2% 1,327 10.4% 959 9% 1,002 8.8%
Total 12,976 11,076 12,706 10,614 11,379

Coding genes
S genes 10,375 81.30% 9,778 89.50% 10,770 87.60% 9,348 89.40% 10,029 89.20%
AS genes 325 2.50% 239 2.20% 201 1.60% 154 1.50% 210 2%
SAS genes 2,055 16.1% 907 8.3% 1,325 10.8% 959 9.2% 1,000 8.9%
Total 12,755 10,924 12,296 10,461 11,239

Noncoding genes
S genes 211 95.50% 150 98.70% 406 99.00% 152 99.30% 136 97.10%
AS genes 4 1.80% 1 0.70% 2 0.50% 1 0.70% 2 1.4%
SAS genes 6 2.7% 1 0.70% 2 0.50% 0 0% 2 1.4%
Total 221 152 410 153 140
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RNA deep sequencing technologies are revealing unexpected levels
of complexity in bacterial transcriptomes with the discovery of
abundant noncoding RNAs, antisense RNAs, long 5′ and 3′ untrans-
lated regions, and alternative operon structures. Here, by applying
deep RNA sequencing to both the long and short RNA fractions (<50
nucleotides) obtained from the major human pathogen Staphylo-
coccus aureus, we have detected a collection of short RNAs that
is generated genome-wide through the digestion of overlapping
sense/antisense transcripts by RNase III endoribonuclease. At least
75% of sense RNAs from annotated genes are subject to this mech-
anism of antisense processing. Removal of RNase III activity reduces
the amount of short RNAs and is accompanied by the accumulation
of discrete antisense transcripts. These results suggest the produc-
tion of pervasive but hidden antisense transcription used to process
sense transcripts by means of creating double-stranded substrates.
This process of RNase III-mediated digestion of overlapping tran-
scripts can be observed in several evolutionarily diverse Gram-pos-
itive bacteria and is capable of providing a unique genome-wide
posttranscriptional mechanism to adjust mRNA levels.

antisense RNA | overlapping transcription | RNA processing |
posttranscriptional regulation | microRNA

For many years, the catalog of transcripts (transcriptome) pro-
duced by bacterial cells was limited to the transcription prod-

ucts of known annotated genes (mRNA), ribosomal RNA
(rRNA), and transfer RNA (tRNA). In the past 10 years, the
development of new approaches based on high-resolution tiling
arrays and RNA deep sequencing (RNA-seq) has uncovered that
a significant proportion (depending on the study, varying between
3% and >50%) of protein coding genes are also transcribed from
the reverse complementary strand (1–17). In most cases, over-
lapping transcription generates a noncoding antisense transcript
whose size can vary between various tens of nucleotides (cis-
encoded small RNAs) to thousands of nucleotides (antisense
RNAs). The antisense transcript can cover the 5′ end, 3′ end,
middle, entire gene, or even various contiguous genes. Alterna-
tively, overlapping transcription can also be due to the overlap
between long 5′ or 3′UTRs ofmRNAs transcribed in the opposite
direction. Independent of the mechanism by which it is generated,
overlapping transcription has been proposed to affect the ex-
pression of the target gene at different levels [for review, see
Thomason and Storz (18)]. These mechanisms include: (i) the
overlapped transcript affects the stability of the target RNA by
either promoting (RNA degradation) or blocking (RNA stabili-
zation) cleavage by endoribonucleases or exoribonucleases; (ii)
the overlapped transcript induces a change in the structure of the
mRNA that affects transcription termination (transcription at-
tenuation); (iii) the overlapped transcript prevents RNA poly-
merase from binding or extending the transcript encoded in the
opposite strand (transcription interference); and (iv) the over-
lapping transcript affects protein synthesis either blocking or
promoting ribosome binding (translational regulation). Although
all these regulatory mechanisms have been proposed based on

studies with specific sense–antisense partners, the presence of
massive amounts of overlapping transcription strongly suggest
that it might serve for a general purpose on bacterial gene ex-
pression (5, 18–24).
In this work, we used RNA sequencing to analyze both the long

and short RNA fractions of the major human pathogen Staphylo-
coccus aureus. S. aureus is a common asymptomatic colonizer of
the skin, nasopharynx, and other mucosal surfaces of approxi-
mately one-fourth of the healthy human population. However,
when S. aureus traverses the epithelial barrier, it becomes a leading
cause of many diverse pathological syndromes, such as abscesses,
bacteremia, endocarditis, osteomyelitis, and pneumonia (25).
S. aureus has emerged as a model organism for the study of bac-
terial regulatory RNAs because key discoveries in bacterial regu-
latoryRNAs have been achieved in this bacterium. In 1993, Novick
and coworkers (26) identified the first example of a regulatory
RNA (RNAIII) that controls the expression of virulence factors by
pairing with the target mRNAs followed by degradation of the
RNAIII–mRNA complex by the double-stranded specific RNase
III (27). More recently, several studies using computational anal-
ysis of intergenic regions, microarray technology, and deep se-
quencing have allowed the identification of >140 small RNAs,
including both trans- and cis-encoded antisense RNAs (10, 28–32).
In this current study, we uncover the existence of an overlapping
transcription process covering, in a genome-wide extent, the ex-
pressed protein coding genes. Base pairing between overlapping
RNAs can create double-stranded substrates for RNase III
endoribonuclease activity. Such duplex regions promote the
cleavage of the double-stranded RNA and the generation of short
RNAs (average size of 20 nt). Thus, a collection of stable small
RNA molecules that symmetrically map both strands of every re-
gion with overlapping transcription is generated. The presence of
an identical collection of short RNA molecules that symmetrically
mapped both strands of annotated ORFs in Enterococcus faecalis,
Listeria monocytogenes, and Bacillus subtilis indicated that this
process is evolutionary conserved in Gram-positive bacteria.

Results
Pervasive Antisense Transcription in S. aureus. A systematic and
hierarchical strategy (Fig. S1) to characterize both long and short
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• Protein-coding genes 
can’t account for all 
complexity

• ncRNAs represent 
the larger fraction 
of the human 
transcriptome 

Evolution of Transcriptomes

Shabalina et al. 2004





J.S. Mattick Nature Reviews Genetics 5, 316-323 (2004).
R.J. Taft, M. Pheasant and J.S. Mattick, Bioessays 29, 288-299 (2007)
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Invertebrates

Plants

Vertebrates
Vertebrates

Ciona (urochordate)

Invertebrates

Plants

Complex fungi (Neurospora)

Simple eukaryotes (yeasts, plasmodium, Dictyostelium)

Prokaryotes

The proportion of noncoding DNA broadly
increases with developmental complexity



• The major challenge that evolu6on had to 
overcome to evolve developmentally complex
organisms was regulatory

• the barriers imposed by the rising cost of 
regula6on could be overcome by moving to a 
hierarchical RNA-based regulatory system



Scaling of regulatory architecture

- The response to this lack of gene scaling and limited proteomic
diversifica7on lies in the power of combinatoric control

- Transcrip7onal fators, alterna7ve splicing

Drama6c expansion of regulatory complexity

Expansion in the number and complexity of cis-ac7ng sequences recognized
by transcrip7onal factors
The range of regulatory op7ons scales factorially with the numbers of 
regulatory proteins (>1000 in humans and C.elegans)



The central dogma of molecular biology states
that DNA is transcribed into RNA, which in turn is
translated into proteins. 

We now know, however, that as much as 50% of the 
transcriptome has no protein-coding potential, but
rather represents an important class of regulatory
molecules responsible for the fine-tuning of gene 
expression

There are several proposed mechanisms of action
for lncRNAs which bring plasticity, adaptability and 
reactivity to genomic architecture and fine control 
over gene expression.

DNA RNA Protein



Although the central role of RNA in cellular 
functions and organismal evolution has been 

advocated periodically during the last 50 years, 
only recently has RNA received a remarkable level 

of attention from the scientific community. 



Why RNA?

- many processes of gene expression regulation occur at the post-transcriptional level

- a whole universe of RNA - predominantly of the noncoding variety - has remained hidden   
from view, until recently……….many new and unexpected functions

- RNA molecules can be appropriately modified in order to interfere with gene expression in a 
sequence-specific way

The RNA revolu-on
Biology's Big Bang



New definition of “GENE” – 2006

• More recently, the Sequence Ontology 
Consortium called the gene a “locatable 
region of genomic sequence, 
corresponding to a unit of inheritance, 
which is associated with regulatory 
regions, transcribed regions and/or other 
functional sequence regions” (Pearson 
2006). 



Models of lncRNA mechanisms of ac2on
DUAL FUNCTION: lncRNAs can bind proteins as well as RNA/DNA

SCAFFOLD

Ability to bring together proteins that
normally would not interact each other: 

Increase in the number of protein combinations

DECOY

LncRNAs binding to RBPs and miRNAs can 
reduce the availability of these factors to 

mRNAs: modula4on of mRNAs fate

LncRNAs can act as guides to recruit proteins
to mRNAs: modula4on of mRNAs fate

GUIDE

nA
RNA or DNA



Models of lncRNA mechanisms of ac2on
DUAL FUNCTION: lncRNAs can bind proteins as well as RNA/DNA

NUCLEAR

lncRNA

TRXPRC2

Pol II

I

AAAAAA

lncRNA

ORF

CYTOPLASM



These organelles can 
undergo fission and 
fusion, and hence

their formation has
been described as

mediated by liquid-
liquid phase
separation

Nuclear speckles

P-bodies

Membrane-less organelles contain RNAs

Cajal bodiesNucleoli

Stress granules



Phase-separated mul7-molecular assemblies provide a general regulatory
mechanism to compartmentalize biochemical reac7ons within cells

Increase of compartment viscosity can lead to solid-like aggregates 
and alteration of many processes

“phase transition” 
solid-like aggregates

Cellular reactions occur in membrane-less compartments in a liquid-like structure

liquid-like granules

Alber& & Hyman 2016



Granulation
(physiological)

+

RNA contributes to maintain membrane-less compartments in a liquid-like structure

lncRNAs

circRNAs



Granulation
(physiological)

+

Do ncRNAs control the structure and
function of membrane-less compartments?

RNA contributes to maintain membrane-less compartments in a liquid-like structure

lncRNAs

circRNAs

llll
llll



lncRNA func2on in the nucleus
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The CTD of pol II contains low complexity domains LCD and forms
liquid-phase assemblies at the sites of transcripXonal iniXaXon

eRNA

PIC



ln
cR

NA
 ge

ne m
RNA gene

Tx factors/
remodelling 
complexes

Splicing 
factors

lncRNA divergent transcripXon tethers transcripXonal factors, chromaXn
remodelling complexes and splicing factors to the neighbouring gene 



Super enhancer condensates: control genes that have especially
prominent roles in cell-type-specific processes

super-enhancers can be 
considered to be co-
operaOve assemblies of 
high densiOes of 
transcripOon factors, 
transcripOonal co-factors, 
chromaOn regulators, 
non-coding RNAs and 
RNA Polymerase II.



eRNA lincRNA uaRNA

enhancer Open reading frame   3’UTR

5’

5’

5’

5’

5’
5’

5’
5’

AAAA
AAAA

AAAA
AAAA AAAA

AAAA

AAAA

AAAA
AAAA

H3K4me1- H3K4me3- Transcripon start site - 5’ -5’Cap    AAAAA –PolyA tail- cleavage

The current landscape of non coding RNAs

NATs



How to idenXfy a lncRNA coding region



Coding gene Coding geneNon-coding K4-K36 domain

lncRNAs are functional transcripts
K4-K36 Domains

Actively Transcribed Pol II genes are marked by H3 lysine 4 trimethylation
(promoter) and H3 lysine 36 trimethylation (whole transcribed region) 

Some intergenic regions and active genes share a common chromatin signature



lncRNAs are functional transcripts
Sequence conservation

Coding sequences are strongly
conserved among mammals
(green) whereas lncRNAs show 
lower scores (blue), but still
more than introns and UTRs.

In which regions should a functional
transcript undergo a selective pressure?
mRNAs è coding sequence
lncRNAs è structure/functional seq.
both of them è regulatory elements

In their promoters, lncRNAs
show conservation scores
even higher than coding
genes!



Functions of lncRNAs

• Chromatin Remodeling

• Transcription Regulation

• Nuclear Architecture

• Post-transcriptional Regulation

• mRNA decay/translation

• miRNA decoy

• organizers of membrane-less
compartments

etc…

N
U
C
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U
S

C
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O
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A
SM



Functions of lncRNAs

• Sequence conservation average is lower than in coding gene 
but there are peaks in specific functional regions

• Sequence-dependent functions with respect to structure are 
easier to discover (sequence analysis) and to study (mutation
analysis)

• Many lncRNAs can have functions depending on their 3D 
structure, which is difficult to predict

All these functions are accomplished in a sequence-dependent manner…
so why there is such a little sequence conservation among lncRNAs?

So the well-characterized non-coding RNAs are not a reliable sample of the 
whole non-coding transcriptome!!!



Eukaryotic RNAs

Coding RNAs Non-coding RNAs

Small

tRNAs translation
snRNAs splicing
snoRNAs modification
scRNAs transl. control
gRNAs editing
miRNAs transl. control
siRNAs RNA stability
rasiRNAs chromatin
piRNAs genome stability

Large
rRNA ribosome
Xist X inactivation
HOTAIR  PRC2
ANRIL  PRC1
HOTTIP  WDR5
Linc-p21  p53
MALAT1 SR
GAS 5  GR
…….
HULC decoy
pseudogenes



Keyword analysis and complexity of genes. 

Gerstein M B et al. Genome Res. 2007;17:669-681

Copyright © 2007, Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press



Why has this system gone unnoticed?

• Intellectually unprepared

• Gene/cally subtle

• Biochemically invisible



A survey of the expression of over 1300 lncRNAs in
mouse brain showed that over 600 were expressed in highly specific
locaOons, such as different regions of the hippocampus, different
layers of the cortex, or different parts of the cerebellum



Long non-coding RNAs

2001 to the Future Break the Dogma

List of long non-coding RNAs

J E Wilusz et al Genes & Development 2009



AGING-CANCER

DEVELOPMENTAL DEFECTS
LETHAL

Xist
lncRNA

hTR lncRNA

HOTAIR
lncRNA

Telomere
function

X inactivation
Silencing

1000 genes
on the Xi

mono-allelic
Gene expression

W h y  t o  s t u d y  l n c R N A s



W hy  t o  s t u dy  l n c R NA s

Xist

roX

TERRA

piRNA

miRNA

IRES

snoRNAs

snoRNAs

nat-siRNA

siRNA

hcsiRNA

rasiRNA

Air

HOTTAIR

lincRNA

naRNAs

tiRNA

Oskar

eRNAs

scnRNA

piRNAs

hTR

misc_RNA

scRNA

Chromatin regulation

Genomic stability
Translational

regulation

Imprinting

RNA knock-down

Control of transposons

RNA  maturation

Degenera t ive  d i seasesCancer

Ag ing

Pseudogene
lncRNAs



Xist lncRNA

roX

TERRA lncRNA

piRNA

miRNA

IRES

snoRNAs

snoRNAs

nat-siRNA

siRNA

hcsiRNA

rasiRNA

Air

Airn

lincRNA

naRNAs

tiRNA

Oskar

eRNAs

scnRNA

piRNAs

hTR

misc_RNA

scRNA

Pseudogene
lncRNAs
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Long non-coding RNAs

Out of the 181000 transcripts detected in the mammalian
transcriptome, about a half are non-coding RNAs

Basal trancriptional noise or functional non-coding RNA?



Long non-coding RNAs: new players in cell differenOaOon and development
Alessandro FaOca & Irene Bozzoni
Nature Reviews Gene'cs (2013) 



A model for lincRNA integra2on into the molecular circuitry of the cell
Le#: ESC-specific transcrip3on factors (such as Oct4, Sox2, and Nanog) bind to the promoter of a lincRNA
gene and drive its transcrip3on. The lincRNA binds to ubiquitous regulatory proteins, giving rise to cell-
type specific RNA–protein complexes. Through different combina3ons of protein interac3ons, the 
lincRNA–protein complex can give rise to unique transcrip2onal programs. Right: A similar process may
also work in other cell types with specific transcrip3on factors regula3ng lincRNAs, crea3ng cell-type–
specific RNA–protein complexes and regula3ng cell-type–specific expression programs.

The modular scaffold model
lincRNAs act in the circuitry controlling pluripotency and differenOaOon
Mitchell Gu^man…………..& Eric S. Lander                        Nature 477, 295–300







Example of cis-acting lncRNA: non-coding transcription from neuronal enhancers (Bond et

al., 2009; Onodera et al., 2012) produces a class of activating lncRNAs called ‘‘ncRNA-a’’

(Ørom et al., 2010).

Mediator thus acts as
a bridge between
transcription factors
binding at
distant enhancers and
the RNA polymerase II
(RNAPII) apparatus at
target promoters.

Enhancer noncoding RNAs (eRNAs)



RNA pull down versus IP

?

?
?

Pull-down of a known RNA with biotinylated oligos or IP with Ab 
for a known protein

?



?
?

?
?

?

?
UV cross-linking

native conditions can led to non-specific RNA-protein interactions in solution

?
?

? ?

?

?
?

RNA-protein interaction: native or cross-linking?

Tris–HCl 50 mM, NaCl 150 mM, MgCl2 1 mM, NP-40 0,05%

Tris–HCl 50 Mm, NaCl 1 M (or LiCl), EDTA 1 Mm, NP-40 1 %, SDS 0,1% Na deoxyc. 0.5 %  

CLIP (UV-RIP)
PAR-CLIP 
i-CLIP (CLIP-seq)

False Positives



UV cross-linking
(254 nm)

90nt long biotinylated 
probes binding with extract

UV

RNA/probes binding to 
streptavidin magnetic beads

Capture RNA/probes
complexes from lysate

and washes in high salt buffers (1M LiCl)

RNA and 
PROTEIN elution

CROSS-LINKED RNA PULLDONW (RAP)

??

??

??

(or Mass-spec)

254 nm



Native RNA pull-down vs RAP
pCharme

mCharme

• RNA AnRsense PurificaRon (RAP) allows a higher percentage of RNA/protein complexes recovery
if compared to a naRve pulldown. 

• Moreover thanks to the UV crosslinking, and to the higher stringent washing condiKons it allows 
to detect only directly-bound protein interactors and to strongly reduce the rate of false 
posiKves.
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RNA-RNA interaction: native or cross-linking?

PSORALEN-CROSSLINKED RNA PULLDOWN

• Psoralen (200 ug/ml)

• UV-crosslink at 365 nm for 1 hour

Lyse cells with guanidinium hydrocloride
and extract total RNA

95 °C for 3 minutes - add the bioFnylated probes
and heat at 65 °C for 5 minutes 

Recover the RNA complex by addiFon of 
streptavidin-conjugated magneFc beads (ON)

Wash the beads and elute RNA

• Reverse crosslinking by UV irradiaFon of the RNA 
sample at 254 nm for 10 minutes

• Analyze RNA

365 nm

UV

254 nm

UV
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Psoralen-crossliked RNA pulldown has a higher percentage of recovery of the target RNA 
if compared to a naAve pulldown performed with the same probes

Thanks to the reversible crosslinking, it allows to detect only directly-bound interactors and
to reduce the rate of false posiAves 



Enzimatic Indirect method for citoplasmic targets

Fast red
substrate

DIG DIG

AP

LNA probe

myotubes

NBT
BCIP

DIG DIG

AP

LNA probe
Skeletal muscle
tissue

Mature
fibers

Regenerating
fibers

lnc-MD1

Primary anti-DIG antibodies directly conjugated with enzyme
reporter proteins (Alkaline Phosphatase) that uses fluorescent
substrates (Fast Red) or chromogenic chemical compounds
that gives a very stable dark blue dye, visible with brightfield
microscopy.

Fluorescent

chromogenic

In situ analysis of lncRNAs and miRNAs



ChIRP
(Chromatin Isolation by Rna Purification)

AIM: Identification of the  genomic binding sites of long noncoding RNAs.

• Chromatin associated lncRNAs

• Discrimination between cis and trans action



J Vis Exp. 2012 Mar 25;(61)

ChromaXn IsolaXon by RNA PurificaXon (ChIRP).
Chu C, Quinn J, Chang HY.
Source
Howard Hughes Medical InsFtute and Program in Epithelial Biology, Stanford University School of Medicine.

Abstract
Long noncoding RNAs are key regulators of chromaFn states for important biological processes such as dosage
compensaFon, imprinFng, and developmental gene expression (1,2,3,4,5,6,7). The recent discovery of thousands of
lncRNAs in associaFon with specific chromaFn modificaFon complexes, such as Polycomb Repressive Complex 2 (PRC2)
that mediates histone H3 lysine 27 trimethylaFon (H3K27me3), suggests broad roles for numerous lncRNAs in managing
chromaFn states in a gene-specific fashion (8,9). While some lncRNAs are thought to work in cis on neighboring genes,
other lncRNAs work in trans to regulate distantly located genes. For instance, Drosophila lncRNAs roX1 and roX2 bind
numerous regions on the X chromosome of male cells, and are criFcal for dosage compensaFon (10,11). However, the
exact locaFons of their binding sites are not known at high resoluFon. Similarly, human lncRNA HOTAIR can affect PRC2
occupancy on hundreds of genes genome-wide( 3,12,13), but how specificity is achieved is unclear. LncRNAs can also
serve as modular scaffolds to recruit the assembly of mulFple protein complexes. The classic trans-acFng RNA scaffold is
the TERC RNA that serves as the template and scaffold for the telomerase complex (14); HOTAIR can also serve as a
scaffold for PRC2 and a H3K4 demethylase complex (13). Prior studies mapping RNA occupancy at chromaFn have
revealed substanFal insights (15,16), but only at a single gene locus at a Fme. The occupancy sites of most lncRNAs are
not known, and the roles of lncRNAs in chromaFn regulaFon have been mostly inferred from the indirect effects of
lncRNA perturbaFon. Just as chromaFn immunoprecipitaFon followed by microarray or deep sequencing (ChIP-chip or
ChIP-seq, respecFvely) has greatly improved our understanding of protein-DNA interacFons on a genomic scale, here we
illustrate a recently published strategy to map long RNA occupancy genome-wide at high resoluFon (17). This method,
ChromaFn IsolaFon by RNA PurificaFon (ChIRP) (Figure 1), is based on affinity capture of target lncRNA:chromaFn
complex by Fling anFsense-oligos, which then generates a map of genomic binding sites at a resoluFon of several
hundred bases with high sensiFvity and low background. ChIRP is applicable to many lncRNAs because the design of
affinity-probes is straighlorward given the RNA sequence and requires no knowledge of the RNA's structure or funcFonal
domains.

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=%22Chu%20C%22%5bAuthor%5d
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=%22Quinn%20J%22%5bAuthor%5d
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=%22Chang%20HY%22%5bAuthor%5d
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analysis

ODD probes
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ChIRP
(Chromatin Isolation by Rna Purification)



ChIRP: select the genomic regions revealed with both odd and even oligo sets

Cha
rme

chroma'n targets nctc

Myogenic
enhancer

mmu-nav

Top ranked – Charme locus

- the other two top regions 
contain the genes most 
affected by Charme depletion  

- one of them contains a 
crucial myogenic enhancer



Nuclear long non coding RNAs





Munc (A, C)
Anril (B) cis
HOTTIP (B) cis
Xist (B) cis and trans
HOTAIR (B) trans
FIRRE, Charme (D)

Themes of nuclear lncRNA func7ons

Regulate gene expression



Adds modificaFons
Removes modificaFons



ModificaOons of histone H3. Lysine residues on histone H3 can be mono-, di- or 
tri-methylated. Shown are modificaOons H3K4me1, H3K4me3 and H3K36me3, 
which mark acOve/poised enhancers, acOve/poised promoters and acOvely
transcribed regions, respecOvely. me, methylaOon.
At least six mammalian homologs of COMPASS exist, including MLL1–4 complexes, 
hSET1A and hSET1B, and their recruitment to acOve promoters can result in 
H3K4me3





Two opposing groups of histone modifying
complexes

Trithorax group (TrxG) of H3K4 HMTase

and

Polycomb complex (PcG) H3K27 HMTase,

maintain open and closed chroma9n
domains in the HOX loci, respec9vely, over
successive cell division (Ringrose and Paro, 
2007). 



Generally, transcripXonally silent regions contain
H3K9me3 (trimethyl), 
H3K27me2/3 (di- and trimethyl), 
H4K20me1 (monomethyl), 

whereas acXve genes correlate with 
H3K4me2/3 (di- and trimethyl), 
H3K36me2/3 (di- and trimethyl), 
H3K79me2 (dimethyl)

(Sims et al. 2003; Margueron et al. 2005; MarOn and 
Zhang 2005).



Polycomb repressive complex (PRC)

Polycomb repressive complex (PRC), a chromatin remodeling complex, is an
epigenetic gene silencer and crucial regulator of genomic programming
and differentiation.  This complex cooperates in transcriptional repression 
of target genes by altering chromatin structure

Polycomb group proteins form large multimeric complexes of 2 general types:

PRC2 possesses histone H3K27 methyltransferase activity  

PRC1 components ubiquitinate H2A following the H3K27 trimethylation

Enhancer of Zeste homolog (EZH2) histone methyltransferase is an enzymatic 
subunit of PRC2 and methylates H3K27 to mediate gene silencing. The Bmi-1 (RING 
finger protein 51) is a PRC1 protein that binds to the H3K27 trimethylation and 
catalyzes the ubiquitination of histone H2A

http://advances.nutrition.org/content/1/1/8.full
http://advances.nutrition.org/content/1/1/8.full
http://advances.nutrition.org/content/1/1/8.full
http://advances.nutrition.org/content/1/1/8.full


Two major Polycomb repressive complexes (PRCs) 
have been described. The PRC2 complex contains 
the histone methyltransferase enhancer of zeste
homologue 2 (EZH2), which together with 
embryonic ectoderm development (EED) and 
suppressor of zeste 12 homolog (SUZ12) catalyses 
the trimethylation of histone H3 at lysine K27 
(H3K27me3). The EZH2 SET domain confers this 
activity. Multiple forms of the PRC1 complex exist 
and these contain combinations of at least four PC 
proteins (CBX2, CBX4, CBX7 and CBX8), six PSC 
proteins (BMI1, MEL18, MBLR, NSPC1, RNF159 and 
RNF3), two RING proteins (RNF1 and RNF2), three 
PH proteins (HPH1, HPH2 and HPH3) and two SCML 
proteins (SCML1 1 and SCML2). Some results have 
suggested that PRC1 complexes are recruited by the 
affinity of chromodomains in chromobox (Cbx) 
proteins to the H3K27me3 mark. PRC1 recruitment 
results in the RNF1 and RNF2-mediated 
ubiquitylation of histone H2A on lysine 119, which 
is thought to be important for transcriptional 
repression. PC, Polycomb; PSC, Posterior sex combs 
; SCML, Sex combs on midleg .

Figure 1 | Coordinated acXon of Polycomb 
repressive complexes.

http://www.nature.com/nrc/journal/v9/n11/fig_tab/nrc2736_F1.html


Model of long ncRNA regulation of chromatin domains via histone modification enzymes. 
Transcription of ncRNAs in cis may increase the accessibility of TrxG proteins such as ASH1 
or MLL or directly recruit them, leading to H3K4 methylation and transcriptional activation
of the downstream HOX gene(s). In contrast, recruitment of PRC2 is programmed by
ncRNAs produced in trans, which targets PRC2 activity by yet incompletely defined
mechanisms to target loci. PRC2 recruitment leads to H3K27 methylation and 
transcriptional silencing of neighboring HOX genes.



A model of how Polycomb complexes work. The iniOal methylaOon of 
histones by the ESC-E(Z) complex sets the stage for PRC1 binding, 
thereby maintaining the repressed states of the corresponding regions.



Cell. 2007 Jun 29;129(7):1311-23.  HOTAIR discovery

Func1onal demarca1on of ac1ve and silent chroma1n domains in human 
HOX loci by noncoding RNAs.
Rinn JL, Kertesz M, Wang JK, Squazzo SL, Xu X, Brugmann SA, Goodnough LH, Helms 
JA, Farnham PJ, Segal E, Chang HY.

Noncoding RNAs (ncRNA) parOcipate in epigeneOc regulaOon but are poorly 
understood. Here we characterize the transcripOonal landscape of the four human 
HOX loci at five base pair resoluOon in 11 anatomic sites and idenOfy 231 HOX 
ncRNAs that extend known transcribed regions by more than 30 kilobases. HOX 
ncRNAs are spaOally expressed along developmental axes and possess unique 
sequence moOfs, and their expression demarcates broad chromosomal domains of 
differenOal histone methylaOon and RNA polymerase accessibility. We idenOfied a 
2.2 kilobase ncRNA residing in the HOXC locus, termed HOTAIR, which represses 
transcripXon in trans across 40 kilobases of the HOXD locus. HOTAIR interacts with 
Polycomb Repressive Complex 2 (PRC2) and is required for PRC2 occupancy and 
histone H3 lysine-27 trimethylaOon of HOXD locus. Thus, transcripOon of ncRNA may 
demarcate chromosomal domains of gene silencing at a distance; these results have 
broad implicaOons for gene regulaOon in development and disease states.





The human HOX transcriptome

(A) Site-specific transcripOon of 
the HOXA locus. 

red and green bars indicate 
expression above or below
the array mean, respectively

Transcribed regions were identified
by contiguous signals on tiling
array, then compared with Refseq
sequence to define genic [exonic
(pink color) and intronic (blue)] and 
intergenic transcribed regions
(purple). 



The human HOX transcriptome

(A) Site-specific transcription of the HOXA locus. Left: The 
hybridization intensity of 50,532 probes that tile the human 
HOXA locus for each of the 11 samples (numbered in circles). 
The intensity of each probe is displayed as the log2 of the ratio 
of the individual probe intensity divided by the average
intensity of all 301,027 probes on the array. The log2 ratio of 
each probe was averaged over a 100 bp window; red and green 
bars indicate expression above or below the array mean, 
respectively. Genomic locations of protein-coding HOX genes
are displayed as brown boxes. Right: Anatomic origins of the 
11 fibroblast samples with respect to the developmental axes. 
(B) Transcribed regions were identified by contiguous
signals on tiling array, then compared with Refseq
sequence to define genic [exonic (pink color) and intronic
(blue)] and intergenic transcribed regions (purple). Each
predicted HOX exon or intron was named HOXn or int-HOXn, 
respectively. Intergenic transcribed regions were named as nc-
HOXn where n is the HOX paralog located 3′ to the ncRNA on 
the HOX coding strand. (C) Summary of transcribed regions in 
all four HOX loci defining the number of HOX genic, intronic, 
and ncRNA transcribed regions.



Simmetrical opposed chromatin modifications and transcriptional accessibility in 
the HOXA locus
Occupancy of Suz12, H3K27me3, and pol II versus transcriptional activity over ~100 
kb of the HOXA locus for primary lung (top) or foot (bottom) fibroblasts (Fb). For 
chIP data, the log2 ratio of ChIP/Input is plotted on the Y-axis. For RNA data, the 
hybridization intensity on a linear scale is shown. Dashed line highlights the boundary
of opposite configurations of chromatin modifications and intergenic transcription.



Previously, several reports indicated the link between small RNAs, derived from the RNAi pathway, and 
transcriptional gene silencing in plants and lower eukaryotes. However, for long non-coding RNAs there were 
only indirect evidences of possible interconnection with chromatin; namely Xist RNA in the X-chromosome 
inactivation and ncRNAs in imprinted loci. Other reports instead described the interaction of several PcG 
proteins with RNA, and that their asssociation with chromatin partly depended on the presence of RNA. 
Nevertheless, the functional and mechanistic insights as to how RNA could influence either active or repressed 
chromatin and how these epigenetic states are established and maintained during development or cell 

differentiation remained major unanswered questions.

It is truly surprising how detailed the transcripNonal analysis performed is! One year before the burst of RNA-seq
methodologies profiling these landscapes must have been very challenging indeed. While convenNonal gene expression 
microarrays were only designed to detect the expression of protein-coding mRNAs, unbiased RNA detecNon methods had to 
be conceived. John Rinn had already established Nling arrays at high resoluNon in 2003, covering all of the unique sequences 
of human Chromosome 22. In this paper, the +ling array has been adapted to all four human HOX loci, allowing the 

authors to disNnguish amo



HOTAIR, an an1sense intergenic long ncRNA of the 
HOXC locus

(A) Genomic locaFon of HOTAIR at the boundary of 
two chromaFn domains. ChIP-chip and RNA 
expression on Fling array are as shown in Fig. 3.
(B) Strand specific RT-PCR shows exclusive
expression of HOTAIR from the strand opposite to
HOXC genes (bonom). Primers for reverse 
transcripFon (P-RT) and PCR (P-PCR) were designed
to specifically target either the top (primers F1–F3) 
or bonom strand (primer R1) of HOTAIR.
(C) Northern blot analysis of HOTAIR in lung and 
foreskin fibroblast RNA.
(D) Size-fracFonated small RNA was probed with
pools of oligonucleoFdes spanning HOTAIR (sets #1–
3), full length anFsense HOTAIR (CDS), or a probe 
against miRNA let7a.
(E) Posterior and distal expression of HOTAIR in 
human fibroblasts as measured by qRT-PCR. The site 
of origin of each fibroblast sample is indicated by
the sample number on the anatomic cartoon. “A” is
derived from the scalp. The relaFve abundance of 
HOTAIR in each posiFon, relaFve to scalp (most
anterior) is shown on the X-axis.
(F) Whole mount in situ hybridizaFon using HOTAIR 
sense (bonom strand) or anFsense (top strand) 
probes in embryonic day 10.5 whole mount
embryos. (top panels) and the hind limb and tail
(bonom les and right panels, respecFvely). 
Expression of HOTAIR in posterior hindlimb
(arrowhead) and tail (arrow) are highlighted.



HOTAIR ncRNA binds Polycomb Repressive Complex 2 (A) Immunoprecipita3on of Suz12 
retrieves endogenous HOTAIR. Nuclear extracts of foot or foreskin fibroblasts were immunoprecipiated
by IgG (lanes 1, 3, 5), an3-Suz12 (lanes 2, 4), or an3-YY1 (lane 6). Co-precipitated RNAs were detected by
RT-PCR using primers for HOTAIR (rows 1 and 2) or U1 small nuclear RNA (row 3). To demonstrate that
the HOTAIR band was not due to DNA contamina3on, each RT-PCR was repeated without reverse 
transcriptase (-RT, row 2). Immunoprecipita3on of Suz12 and YY1 were successful as demonstrated by
IP-western using the cognate an3bodies (row 4). RT-PCR of nuclear extracts demonstrated equal input 
RNAs (row 5).(B) In vitro transcribed HOTAIR retrieves PRC2 subunits. Immunoblot analysis of the 
indicated proteins is shown; five percent of input extract (5 μg) was loaded as input control.



Cell Rep. 2013 Oct 17;5(1):3-12. 

Targeted disruption of Hotair leads to 
homeotic transformation and gene 
derepression.

targeted deletion of mouse Hotair lncRNA
leads to derepression of hundreds of genes, 
resulting in homeotic transformation of the 
spine and malformation of metacarpal-carpal
bones



A) Enhancers RNAs (eRNAs) 



MUNC facilitates MyoD binding to the DRR 

and to a lesser extent to the Myogenin promoter

thereby 

promoting the expression of MyoD targets (Myogenin, MyoD and MUNC)

A) eRNA
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Myoblasts

Charme
Chroma7n architect of muscle expression

D) Architect lncRNAs
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Ballarino M., Cipriano et al, 2018 EMBO J.



Tiziana San7ni - IIT

Charme is nuclear – most remains at the sites of its own transcrip7on
(C2C12 cells are triploid for chromosome 11)
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RNAseq of Charme-depleted cells 
several down-regulated genes are associated with different types of cardiomyopathies 

Monica Ballarino
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ProducFon of Charme-/- mice through CRISPR/Cas9 gene ediFng
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cardiac skeletal

MUSCLE

ProducFon of Charme-/- mice through CRISPR/Cas9 gene ediFng

Rossella Tita
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1 month-old

Charme-/- mice showed a reduced lifespan 
that never extended beyond 1 year of age.

Histological analysis showed a 
pronounced decrease of ventricle volumes 

and increase in ventricular septum.



Charme depleCon in vivo affects the same
muscles genes idenCfied in vitro
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ChIRP: one top region contains the genes most affected by Charme depletion 

Charme

chromatin targets nctc

Myogenic
enhancer

M. Ballarino, A. Cipriano

Top ranked: the Charme 
locus
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Combining RNA and DNA FISH analysis:  Charme RNA localizes at the nctc locus 

DM condi1ons



Tiziana SantiniTiziana San7ni

GM

Double DNA FISH analysis: upon differen<a<on (DM), the Charme coding locus 
is found in close proximity to the nctc region (TNNT3)
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Tiziana SantiniTiziana San7ni

Double DNA FISH analysis:
Charme is required for maintaining the long-range interaction
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Myogenic differentiation

Myoblasts - GM Myotubes - DM

Ballarino M., Cipriano et al, 2018 EMBO J.



Ingrid Grummt – Heidelberg
Genes Dev. 2010 Oct 15;24(20):2264-9. 
Interaction of noncoding RNA with the rDNA promoter mediates 
recruitment of DNMT3b and silencing of rRNA genes.

I                            I-100

pRNA – promoter associated lncRNA
Forms a triple helix and prevents TTF1 binding
while recruiSng DNMT3b

TTF1

I          I             I            I
CH3    CH3      CH3      CH3

DNMT



Ingrid Grummt – Heidelberg
Genes Dev. 2010 Oct 15;24(20):2264-9. 
Interaction of noncoding RNA with the rDNA promoter mediates 
recruitment of DNMT3b and silencing of rRNA genes.

Model illustrating the role of pRNA in 
recruiting chromatin modifying
enzymes to rDNA. Transcripts that
match the rDNA promoter, dubbed
pRNA (promoter-associated RNA), 
form a specific secondary structure
that is recognized by TiP5, the large 
subunit of the chromatin remodeling
complex NoRC. NoRC is associated
with histone deacetylases (HDACs) 
and histone methyltransferases
(HMTs) that establish hetero-
chromatic features at the rDNA

promoter transcriptional silencing.
In addi3on, pRNA directly interacts with DNA, forming a 
DNA:DNA:RNA triple helix with the bind ing site of the 
transcrip3on factor TTF-i, leading to displacement of TTF-i. 
The triple helical structure is recognized by the DNA 
methyltransferase DNMT3b, which methylates the rDNA

promoter, leading to transcritpional silencing



Ingrid Grummt – Heidelberg

If pRNA CH3
pRNA recruits DNMT3b and prevents TTF1 binding

pRNA forms triple helix with the DNA

in vivo – bio7nylated oligo > psoralen > UV
DNMT3b binds triple helix

EMSA with 20 nt pRNA + rDNA
Resistant to RNAse H and A


